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Don’t sell my data! We finally have a
law for that
You’re going to have to jump through some hoops, but you can ask companies to access,
delete and stop selling your data using the new California Consumer Privacy Act - even if
you don’t live in California.

Matt Chinworth for The Washington Post

By Geoffrey A. Fowler
FEBRUARY 19, 2020
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With apologies to the Beastie Boys: You gotta fight for your right to
privacy.
America’s first broad data privacy law, the California Consumer Privacy
Act, went into effect Jan. 1. These days, a wild range of companies
gather and sell your data, from Ford and Chipotle to Uber and Walmart.
Now the CCPA gives you the power to say cut it out.
And while the law technically covers only California residents,
Americans living anywhere can use the CCPA to reset their relationships
with more than a dozen major businesses (and counting).
Just know that some companies are going to make you jump through
hoops. To help, I’m breaking the CCPA down into bites — and adding to
a list of links below you can use to take action with businesses and even
data brokers that work for politicians.
I’ve been learning how to use the law by filing requests to more than 100
organizations. To be covered by the CCPA, companies have to make
more than $25 million per year or collect data on more than 50,000
people. They’re not incentivized to make it easy: Amazon hid critical
links in legal gobbledygook. Marketing data company LiveRamp asked
me to submit a selfie holding my own ID, kidnap-victim style. Walmart
asked for my astrological sign to confirm my identity. (Really.) And one
business left me a voice mail, but the message included no return
number … or even the name of the company. (Please call back!)

Requesting your data through CCPA? Get ready for the hoops.

Yet I’ve also been pleasantly surprised: Some of the biggest businesses,
including Netflix, Microsoft, Starbucks and UPS, are extending CCPA
rights to all Americans rather than just Californians. That makes some
sense: It’s additional work for companies to try to confirm where people
live. And frankly, it’s not a good look for them to claim they care about
customer privacy and then discriminate against Americans who don’t
live in California. Many of these companies tell me they’ll participate
when Congress passes a federal data privacy law, which they know isn’t
likely anytime soon.
Privacy advocates have mixed feelings about the CCPA. It’s true that it
creates too much work for many people — and everyone deserves
privacy, even if they’re not willing to jump through hoops.
[Facebook will now show you exactly how it stalks you — even when
you’re not using Facebook]
But I’m in the camp that thinks the CCPA is an important step forward. I
spent the past year following the secret life of the data on my phone, car
and credit cards, often confronting a stone wall from companies. Now
we all have the legal authority to demand answers about what’s
happening with our data. For example, the CCPA has already revealed
that Amazon keeps a record of everything you do on a Kindle, from
when you start and stop reading to when you highlight a word. (Amazon
CEO Jeff Bezos owns The Washington Post, but I review all tech with
the same critical eye.)
The CCPA is far from a perfect privacy law, but it’s the one America has
in 2020. I want to hear what you discover using it. I’m hopeful it will
fuel an overdue public conversation about what kind of surveillance is
okay — and what crosses the line.

What does the CCPA do?
On its own, the CCPA won’t do much for your privacy. But if you take
some action, it gives you three useful rights:
1) You can ask companies to show you exactly what data they’ve
collected about you.
2) You can instruct companies not to “sell” your data. The word “sell” is
in quotes because the law defines that pretty broadly as an exchange of
value. (There’s a lot of debate about that, though — see below.)
3) You can ask companies to delete your data, unless doing so would
create a security threat or interfere with someone else’s free speech.
Even better, the law says companies are not allowed to treat you
differently or charge you money just for exercising your data rights.
There’s also a special restriction for children: If you’re under 16, a
company needs you to explicitly opt in before they can sell your
information.

Is it like the European law?
The CCPA is a bit like a European law you may have heard about, called
the General Data Protection Regulation. What’s different is that the
CCPA doesn’t require companies to minimize the data they collect in the
first place.
Privacy advocates also think the CCPA is sorely missing the ability for
consumers to file lawsuits against companies that violate their rights.
Only the California attorney general can do that now.

California Attorney General Xavier Becerra's office alone has the power to enforce the CCPA.
(Rich Pedroncelli/AP)

How much work is this?
You have to go to each and every company to exercise your CCPA rights.
Yes, that could become a never-ending project. But the good news is that
many companies have web forms you can fill out like busywork. I
submitted about a hundred in less time than it took me to binge the
most recent season of “The Crown.”
So far there’s no tool to help you do this all at once or service that will
manage your data for you, though I’ve heard from several start-ups
working on that.
Keep in mind that some online services, including Facebook, say a
“delete” request involves totally shutting your account, rather than just
pressing a reset button on all the unwelcome surveillance of your life.

What hoops might companies make me
jump through?
Before you dive into making requests, get organized. You’ll need to have
access to your usernames, passwords and loyalty card numbers. (If you
don’t already have a password manager to keep all your important
information organized, this is an excellent time to get one.)
Companies can ask you to prove your identity, and if there are errors or
missing information they can reject your request. Scan or photograph
your driver’s license; many sites required me to upload it, or a version
that was redacted. Data firm Wiland even asked me for a notarized
letter. (I reminded it that CCPA requests aren’t supposed to cost
consumers anything, and the company suggested I seek out a free notary
at a government office or credit union.)
Some companies will try to shift work onto you. Airbnb and PayPal,
among others, make you email them requests, rather than using web
forms. Instead of a simple “do not sell” switch, companies including
Mastercard make you manage a series of privacy “preferences” (as if
anyone’s preference would be to have their data sold). To opt out, Best
Buy says you have to change your web browser to block all cookies
(breaking some sites) and dig into your phone settings to turn off some
advertising tracking.
Don’t let any of this stop you from demanding your rights. The most
common annoyance is firms hiding their CCPA instructions behind
many links and impenetrable privacy policies.

Is there any information that isn’t covered?
Companies don’t have to share information that’s already public, that
they’ve collected in a job interview or that they’ve aggregated in ways
that don’t identify you.
Some companies have come up short in what they actually disclose. For
example, in CCPA requests it returned to me, Amazon has yet to share
what data it collects in its camera-equipped Amazon Go convenience
stores.
And businesses already covered by a few existing privacy laws are
exempt — even if those laws don’t require transparency like the CCPA.
That means banks and doctor’s offices generally don’t have to abide.

What counts as data ‘sale’?
This is one of the most-debated questions in tech right now.
The CCPA says selling data is a transfer of information for commercial
purposes. That’s obvious where one company pays another for, say, your
burrito purchase history. But many businesses, particularly ones
involved in online advertising, pass along information in other ways,
such as tracker cookies and pixels hidden on websites and apps.
Some of the biggest firms, including Facebook, Amazon and Google,
contend the “do not sell” request part of the CCPA doesn’t apply to them
because they don’t sell our data. They just make billions off our data by
using it to target ads and train artificial intelligence software.
[Have you tried to get your data via the CCPA? We want to hear from
you.]
Others are claiming an out because the law is too vague. For example,
Spotify’s privacy policy says it shares your personal information with
advertisers — but the music service doesn’t think that should count as a
sale. “It is currently unclear whether the use of certain types of
advertising partners would be considered a sale under CCPA,” the
company says.
The authors of the CCPA say they intended the term “sale” to reflect the
wider data economy. California Attorney General Xavier Becerra hasn’t
yet published guidelines for how his office will interpret the law, and we
might not get firm answers until his office begins enforcing it. That’s set
to begin July 1.

Once I have my data, what do I do with it?
First, keep it secure by storing it only on a computer you control with a
password.
Most of the data requests I’ve received so far have come in formats I can
easily read, such as text files or PDFs. But not all: Twitter sent me files
in a .js format that requires a data science degree to understand. (The
company says it is working to improve that.)
I’m still waiting to hear back on most of my requests; the law gives
companies up to 90 days to deliver. But already I learned that WiFi
router maker Eero, owned by Amazon, keeps a detailed log of every
device that’s ever connected to my network. (It’s like a creepy visitor
guest book.) Fandango not only tallied all the movies I’ve watched but
also concluded I have an affinity for the Muppets. (True.)
When you examine your data, keep an eye out for information you didn’t
know the company had — or don’t think it should. If you don’t like what
you see, submit a CCPA delete request. Or stop doing business with the
company, and be sure to tell it why.
If you think a company is violating your privacy — or violating the CCPA
— you can complain to the California attorney general (click here for a
direct link).
Also, tell me about what you discover, using this form or sending me an
email. Your experience could help inform my future columns and
investigations by The Post. But please don’t just send me your data
download from a company. I don’t want to invade your privacy!

Okay, let’s do it! Where do I click?
The list below includes many of the companies where I’ve submitted
CCPA requests, with the best links I could find to exercise the rights to
opt out of sale, access and delete data. I’ve separated out the companies
that have indicated they’ll offer CCPA rights to all Americans. As I find
more, or discover that companies change their forms or policies, I’ll
update the list.
There are more resources available: A crowdsourced list stored on
GitHub, an online resource for coders, has an even longer list of links to
company-specific CCPA information pages. Common Sense Media is
also building out the website Donotsell.org as a resource for CCPA
requests, as is CAPrivacy.org, run by one of the authors of the law. The
Electronic Frontier Foundation offers a simple guide on its website, and
the Electronic Privacy Information Center has a handy draft form letter
to use in cases where companies don’t offer web forms.
If you’re looking for a company not included in any of these resources, I
recommend finding the privacy policy on its website and searching for
the word California — that’s typically the best place to start.
Updated Feb. 18, 2020 to include political data companies. (Thanks to
all the readers adding to this list.)
These companies accept CCPA requests from all Americans
Amazon: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Apple: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
DoorDash: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Facebook: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Google: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Lutron: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Microsoft: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Netflix: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
PayPal: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Ring: Access | Delete
Roku: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Starbucks: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Strava: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Toyota: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Twitter: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Uber: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
UPS: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Wiland: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Zillow: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
These companies accept CCPA requests from California residents:
Acxiom: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Airbnb: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Alaska Airlines: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Albertsons/Safeway: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Altria: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
AMC: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Amobee: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Aristotle: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
AT&T: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Best Buy: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
BevMo: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Chipotle: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Civis: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Comcast Xfinity: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
CVS: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Disney: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Deep Root Analytics: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Dominos: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
eBay: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Eero: Access | Delete
Epsilon: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Equifax: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Equinox: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Experian: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
ExonMobil: Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Face App: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Fitbit: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Ford: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
General Motors: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Grindr: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Honda: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Hulu: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
i360: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
JetBlue: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Kayak: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
L2: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Live Nation: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
LiveRamp: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Lyft: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Macy’s: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Marriott: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Mastercard: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Nissan: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
OpenTable: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Orangetheory Fitness: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Pinterest: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Quora: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Redfin: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Resy: CCPA Info
Samsung: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
SiriusXM: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Snap: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Southwest Airlines: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Spotify: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Staples: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Target: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
TargetSmart: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Ticketmaster: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Tinder: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
TransUnion: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Truedata: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Uber: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Unilever: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Verizon: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Verizon Media: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Visa: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Volkswagen: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Walmart: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Washington Post: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete
Whitepages: CCPA Info | Don’t Sell | Access | Delete

Whole Foods: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Yelp: CCPA Info | Access | Delete
Read more from our Secret Life of Your Data series:
Alexa has been eavesdropping on you this whole time
It’s the middle of the night. Do you know who your iPhone is talking to?
The spy in your wallet: Credit cards have a privacy problem
Goodbye, Chrome: Google’s Web browser has become spy software
I found your data. It’s for sale.
You watch TV. Your TV watches back.
Think you’re anonymous online? A third of popular websites are
‘fingerprinting’ you.
What does your car know about you? We hacked a Chevy to find out.
How we survive the surveillance apocalypse¯
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! JBArmadillo 1 year ago

People data is sorta like porn..... in the digital age, it just never goes away...... somebody has a copy!
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! medianone 1 year ago

Many of these companies tell me they’ll participate when Congress passes a federal data privacy law, which they know isn’t
likely anytime soon.
Guess it is naive to think that the U.S. Constitution's 4th amendment automatically covers this. Just look at how vociferously
the 2nd amendment is used to protect gun rights. Why in gawd's name doesn't the 4th amendment have that same cache?
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! Magersfontein Lugg 1 year ago

Great information. Thank you.
Although I must say that I don't see the harm in them selling my data. Perhaps someone could enlighten me?
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! karfol 1 year ago

Besides being hounded relentlessly by retailers trying to sell you things, your private data, including where you live and
where you go and what your personal ID numbers are, can be hacked from those taking it from you. Your ID can be stolen,
your bank account emptied, and potential health insurance and banking companies can see if you're high risk. Just a
start...
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! Oxenstirna 1 year ago

My social security number was stolen. I was incorporated in several western states. I live in the east coast and have
never been to those states. Do you have ANY IDEA how much trouble that caused? Do you have any idea how long that
took to Sx? I have insurance to cover all that expense. And cover it they did. Many many companies also maintain their
own private conSdential credit rating program. This is in addition to the big 3. They ADD other criteria to your rating, like
do you own your home, what is your monthly payment and what is your equity in your home, do you own your car and is it
paid for, how many bank brokerage accounts do you hold, do you ly international and domestic, they look at all sorts of
things. Where as the big 3 basically look at do you pay your bills on time and how much credit do you have. Not much
more. The big 3 would not know if you own your home outright and have 100% equity in it. And this equity should mean
you should get more credit. And they certainly have given me credit for it. So having your information sold open that door
for 50 to 60 junk emails a day. And if you give them your real phone number, you will get calls. I give them the number for
the phone in my barn.
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! WhiteyPA 1 year ago

This is a step in the right direction. As important, are laws that will give patients more control over their health records. This
includes the ability to correct errors in the record beyond submitting "amendments." Errors in medical records can cause big
consequences for patients.
https://khn.org/news/check-your-medical-records-for-dangerous-errors/
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! ParisNights 1 year ago

Privacy advocates also think the CCPA is sorely missing the ability for consumers to Sle lawsuits against companies that
violate their rights. Only the California attorney general can do that now.
And it was reported that the CA AG isn't going to even try to enforce anything until July 2020, and then only speciSc cases,
maybe 3 at the most, so it seems to be a law without any teeth for most CA residents.
And I've tried to opt-out from a corporation only to be told the only way to opt-out was to not use its website. It knows that it
can do this because there is no enforcement from the state. So from my perspective, this law is useless.
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! Oxenstirna 1 year ago

If you do business with this company you still have options. 1: go the the library and use the computer there 2: use prepaid credit cards to pay, if they want an address connected to that card, I make one up 3: give them a fake phone number
4: Snd out the location of a drop box where your package can be sent [if you use a fake name to purchase, and a pre-paid
card, be sure to have some ID with that same fake name on it to identify yourself]. In your case if I need to use this
companies web site for business or any other reasons, I would use a public computer. But again you still have an option. I
bought a cheap lap top just for shopping, Facebook and junk like that. I set up a fake email address, web based email
services will alow this. Then I logged onto this laptop and registered with the sites I wanted. And it works Sne. And to
make it really diocult for them I am using a neighbors IP address, his wi-S, to access internet. I do not use my IP at all.
She is aware and was happy to help! So with advanced data miners they will probably Sgure out who I am, but I change
stug around al the time, just to confuse them. I'm rertired so I have many hours with which to confound these people and
I take joy in making their lives miserable. And I let them know I am screwing with them. I get a real kick of messing with
them. Just like I wonder who sold my info to that russian womans dating site, I am gay and take no interest in that.
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! FlagWavingModerate 1 year ago

How about getting your own boss to cover people nationwide?
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! Amellom 1 year ago

I've kind of thought the best defense against data sellers is to do exactly the opposite of what they expect you to do. Example:
You buy an item on Amazon, ebay or other sites? Never buy that item again online. Click on things you have absolutely no use
for and would never buy anyway. For example I might click on lingerie ads just to look at girls, but I have zero use for lingerie
myself. I'm a 60 year old man for christsake! OK, so I'm a closeted perv, but so what? There are other strategies as well
similar to the old one of taping a prepaid business reply envelope to a brick and mailing it back. There have to be other
creative ways to screw with data sellers. How about a conversation about just that?
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! Amellom 1 year ago (Edited)

I may even begin clicking on links for items I could never, in a million years agord to buy. Go ahead and spend your money
marketing a brand new yacht or leer jet to me. See how many of those I buy on Amazon in the coming weeks! I used to
sign up for catalogs for stug I could never agord back in the good old days of mail order junk.. It didn't take me long to toss
my mail in the recycle bin. There just has to be some better ways to upset the marketing apple cart. C'mon folks! Let's get
creative and encourage these companies to squander resources on our behalf! Now I'll become a data point of resource
squanderer.. I can live with that knowledge. I did a google search for yacht pricing.. It returned pictures of yachts for sale..
Geeeez!
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! Magersfontein Lugg 1 year ago

Never click on a link that advertises. Use Duck Duck Go as a search engine.
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! Oxenstirna 1 year ago

I agree. I use a "locker" for all deliveries, I give them a fake phone number, I have a totally junk email address that I use
speciScally for purposes like you suggest. I do look at it though. I use pre-paid credit cards. That really screws them up as
now they really do not know who I am. And for those Srms that wont accept pre-paid, there are LOTS of others that do.
And with the likes of Amazon and Ebay, buy pre-paid cards. And put that dollar amount into my account. If you do this
returning an item may be diocult. But I have not had any trouble. And here is another way to screw with them, use a
public library computer. No cookies there that they can use!
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! jimspigib 1 year ago

How does one stop the selling of data on the websites that provide your name, who you are related to, your birth date,
address, jobs, criminal record (if you have one).... ? These are the websites selling background checks, and the such. Thank
you.
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! Alexander 1 year ago

Agree, those are the ones that proliferate like insects, and provide identity thieves all they need to know about you;
birthdate, previous address, who your related to, etc. I’ve called many times to have my name taken og these sites, but
next week a new site will pop up with all my info.
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! Magersfontein Lugg 1 year ago

So lock your credit report. Simple.
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! Bodhisaltva 1 year ago

hey that is the issue that Andrew Yang is always talking about!
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! Need More Claymore 1 year ago

1. Sign in to join the conversation.
2. "These companies accept requests". Does thier royal indulgence know no limits? Oh, wait, that doesn't mean they'll
actually delete the value monetizing every aspect of your life thier business exists for; but the algorithms conSrm Slling in a
form with yet M-O-R-E P-E-R-S-O-N-A-L I-N-F-O-R-M-A-T-I-O-N makes people feel empowered enough to lapse back into click
induced comas.
3. Everyone who'd prefer to live in a world where criminal a$$holes (elected and otherwise) don't know how to make nuclear
weapons, feel free to walk a thousand miles to sign my vaguely worded, heavily qualiSed "promise pledge no really" request
petition. If we hit eight billion conSrmed, notarized, blood sample signatures, the president of Maldives has agreed to read it.
Or he could ask the criminal a$$holes, since thier attorneys wrote it.
It's not going to stop. There's no putting the toothpaste back in the tube.
1. know they're willing to go to any lengths to try and learn what might enable them to manipulate you for thier beneSt.
2. recognize when they try to.
3. don't do it. any it. ever.
Be willing to pay what it costs to not be owned.
Divest from your own enslavement.
Invest in thiers.
"I am not a robot"
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! navyvetnotselfbutcountry 1 year ago

Vote in the Dems, Warren or Sanders, who are not bought by these companies, and pass laws to ban data sharing altogether.
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! navyvetnotselfbutcountry 1 year ago

Easier just to run CCleaner after every online session. Amazing the number of tracking Sles that comes up. Even if I'm on for
just a minute.
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! Thomas A Horsley 1 year ago

I don't want them to not sell my data, I want royalties!
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! Euskadi 1 year ago

I just yanked my land line og the wall. Caller ID is a joke; the duplicitous phone companies allow for "unavailable" and no
name IDs. The Government "Do Not Call" registry reminds me of Nancy Reagan's "Say 'No' to drugs." Good bye Century Link.
It is easier to block numbers and turn og "location" in my cell phone when I am around and about town. However, after getting
rid of my land line, my deSbrillator is inoperative. I am told I can have that connected to my cell phone, but that means
"location" has to be "ON". Question: Are deSbrillator monitor companies selling your data as well???? If so, what is there to
do?
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! 39 Steps 1 year ago

Wapo seemingly has sold my data. This is the last of my posts as I no longer even trust how my comments are being used.
During impeachment trials I posted a lot about corruption. Sure enough, in the midst of this, I got a text using my real name
that targeted me about my concerns of corruption from one of the Democratic candidates. I found it creepy and ogensive. In
addition, Wapo has relentlessly been targeting me for CPAP. It is relentless. I have no risk factors for the disease that this is
the treatment for. (I don't mention the name as god knows I may get more.) But I do have the common cold and am unsure if
something related that I bought or did recently may have triggered this deluge of ads. If it keeps up I am giving up my
subscription. I cannot sign on if I don't enable cookies. Wapo must be making a fortune through ads.
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! Why do we not have N95 masks 1 year ago

FYI - It appears from last night's debate that anti corruption seems to be current messaging from the Warren campaign so
if from her it might be totally unrelated. Even if not from her, it might still be unrelated. Anti corruption being texted about
while we were watching the most corrupt thing in the history of the US government doesn't strike me as necessarily micro
targeted at you.
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! someOtherUserName 1 year ago

It turned out to be pretty easy to implement ccpa compliance as we already had the infrastructure from prepping for gdpr. This
does, though, create a much higher barrier to entry for new online services.
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! Gary4Books 1 year ago

When I was a University librarian several years ago, one of my activities was to search databases for students and faculty
doing research. The most expensive information was "marketing research" and few could agord it. Some was hundreds of
dollars a page.
Since then, social media and other computer based activities have made it less expensive information to collect. The Srms
with stacks of data had to do something to protect their investment. All this activity seems to do that protection.
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! Patricia Andrews 1 year ago

Have you looked at the data that billboard companies collect in order to follow you?
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! Popgrowl 1 year ago

Ok, maybe I’m just old and stupid, (full disclosure, I did not, repeat, NOT, get into the post grad computer engineering program
at MIT. Fact is, I didn’t even apply) but I click on one of these companies “Access” it just gives me a list of categories like
“correct my proSle data”, etc. When I click on “Delete”, they want to suspend or terminate my entire account.
In neither case do I see something, anything, about “stop selling my data.”
Is there a link I can click on, say an “Old and Stupid” link that takes me to something I click on that simply says... stop selling
my data? What to do if there’s no “Don’t Sell” link?
And while not making it through MIT, one thing I did learn in school (Go Gators), is when something is totally ridiculous. And
this set up is... totally ridiculous.
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! M Muskin 1 year ago

Go Gators ! Good ole F. U. aka Univ of Fla. I, too, have fond memories of Gainesville being a Sne place to learn Srsthand
about The Ridiculous. But I don't have any general advice for you on how to Snd the links you need without getting
'hooked' by the Internet's ever-present scam-artists and the treacherous links they also post. I applied and was ogered
admission to MIT but preferred to study elsewhere. Boston feels so darn cold in the winter, especially when you've grown
up in a climate where it never snows.
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! kthxbye 1 year ago

Sorry, this law, while great in intentions, is already a fail. Privacy needs to be the DEFAULT. We should not be forced into
making a not insigniScant egort to make it so.
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! Lila11 1 year ago

This is why I don’t understand why people don’t support Warren, she said “why do we have to make the egort when they did
it?” I love that they fear her. I don’t understand people, this is our biggest concern after Climate.
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! Why do we not have N95 masks 1 year ago

If you want an honest answer (and not to Sght about politics) I can answer that. Some of us feel a Democrat in the White
House AND Democrats in control of the House and Senate are what is necessary to Sx things like climate change and the
loss of our privacy. Some of us recognize that the Obama administration was limited in what it could do because it had to
deal with a GOP controlled Congress for most of the time (&that for the Srst two years it rescued our economy and passed
Obamacare and that is pretty good given how hard it still was to get things through the Senate and to get support from
Dems in vulnerable House districts). We feel a moderate at the top of the ticket is both more likely to defeat Trump but
also very importantly most likely to lead to Democrats winning control of the House & Senate. If you recall Obamacare
was agordable in the beginning & then the GOP starting dismantling things that helped keep the costs down after they
won big in Congress & in state elections in 2010.
To be more clear - I live in Georgia. Someone like Biden or Klobuchar has a shot at winning a state wide race here &
winning in moderate districts. Someone with Warren's voting history & rhetoric, at least, historically, has not. (Despite
how people see Stacey Abrams nationally she was careful with her words & actions) Our new senator, Kelly Loeqer, ran
(& is still running) ads during the impeachment bragging about voting against holding Trump accountable. Our moderate
House members did vote for impeachment but they were relatively quiet about it.
I will support whomever is the Dem nominee but when it comes to the primary, I would support Warren only if someone
like Pelosi said "yes, that is the candidate that can win the presidency and Democratic control of Congress".
And because I know the trolls are on here - pay a lot of attention to the source if you see things on social media saying
Pelosi said something like that about Warren. Don't trust, VERIFY!
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! dc_wolverine 1 year ago

This sounds like at least 10 hours of work with no guarantee that this law will be enforced. There has to be an easier way to
implement this on national level. We need the equivalent of a "Do Not Call" registry, where it takes about 5 minutes to
complete an on-line form and no Srm is allowed to sell or transfer your personal data without your permission.
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! Fairness-justice 1 year ago

Personally I think whoever sold these companies a bunch of hot air AKA data mining is brilliant in that, the shmucks are
making wads of money from the companies, touting that the info will help them to better target their customers, however
as a consumer all I see is a bunch of creepy ads from sites that I utilize already. Which to me is a waste of time and money
for those buying the creepy right to just show me the site I had just visited, and now all it has done for me as a consumer is
creeping me out enough not to frequent that site, so sorry to break it to you companies, but you are paying money to
turnog your customers, which I believe is not your goal. Not to mention all this BS does is generalize the target based on
the whims of the programmer, if that individual happens to be racist, sexist or agist then the ad can have the added
turnog beneSt of becoming too ogensive.
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! M Muskin 1 year ago

I've never been in Management but I thought one important element of the corporate management position's job
description was to turnog (both current and potential) customers and reduce sales revenues accordingly. Even if
managers holding those positions don't believe so, they have perfected this de-incentivizing process into a Sne art, more
and more egective with the passage of time.
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! dc_wolverine 1 year ago

Unfortunately, you are in the minority. Most people don't pay attention and those that do feel powerless to do anything.
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! teburke 1 year ago

Unfortunately, the Do NO Call list is toothless. I get many robocalls and unwanted solicitations despite being on the DNC
list
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! toma_sala 1 year ago

"I submitted about a hundred in less time than it took me to binge the most recent season of “The Crown.”"
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! John Koutrouba 1 year ago

“From California residents”
…Washington Post
“it’s not a good look for them to claim they care about customer privacy and then discriminate against Americans who don’t
live in California.”
Fix this, WaPo.
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! negoziare o morire 1 year ago

I very much appreciate the awareness and may put forth the egort. If only i could read the font on all the user agreements!
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! M Muskin 1 year ago

Do what I did. Buy a really cheap Tasco microscope and a Tensor-style reading lamp.
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! Dan Waylonis 1 year ago

Very nice comprehensive article. However I look forward to hearing about how many people care. I suspect it’s around 5% of
customers.
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! SeriousFrivolity 1 year ago (Edited)

I've thanked Geogrey Fowler before for his articles, and this one may just be the biggest thanks ever. The research needed to
produce this is mind-boggling!
The list at the end is welcome and useful, but the idea that every citizen must jump through these hoops---to uncertain results,
mind you---is obviously ridiculous. Opting out should be the default when it comes to selling users' privacy. For that, we'll need
1) the right to ownership of our own data, and 2) a federal law to protect that right. Only Congress can do this, and only if we
have lawmakers who are not corrupt. This is an election year, folks.
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! Fairness-justice 1 year ago

You are so right!
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! M Muskin 1 year ago

'Only if...' In this Trumpy world we should be so fortunate.
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! Lisah111 1 year ago

It's a step, but not enough. And we have no way of actually knowing if the company is in compliance with their CCPA legal
obligations (unless there is data breach, since they've stripped og individual rights to Sle lawsuits), vs. them saying they are in
compliance. You can thank Citizens United, plus legislators who are getting campaign/PAC money from tech companies, data
brokers and digital advertising networks, and who are using input from tech lobbyists to write privacy legislation. Also, imo,
attorneys (with the exception of some patent attys) can be the absolute worst with respect to understanding and using
technology, and a lot of legislators are attorneys.
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! We will circle back on that 1 year ago

Right. This is like trying to herd 10,000 cats or trying to play the ultimate whackamole game.
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! Chris Augustine 1 year ago

One last thought, there is no such thing as privacy in the world we live in. Whether by cell phone or DNA data from a
genealogy site data Snds a way to seep through cracks. Right now there are dozens of databases at digerent companies
(including medical, HIPPA be darned) and the government that have you pegged. If a copy of a copy of a copy is deleted, is it
deleted?
So, what's next in this big corporation world, to do ourselves I mean? You could always buy and look at weird stug to throw
everyone og. At one point they thought I was a person of color. Several did, and I know why but I'm not spelling the beans on
that. Mail your cell phone back and forth to other countries..... Mix it up so the bead is not on you.
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! UnarmedWitsCompetitor 1 year ago (Edited)

DNA data from a genealogy site data
This is also true in another context - associative inference. Even if you don't post your DNA to a genealogy site, a blood
relative of yours might and anybody looking for your DNA would have a lead.
The Golden State Killer was found because a relative of the killer posted their DNA to a genealogy site. The authorities
posted the DNA from a crime scene to the genealogy site and the site found a familial match. From there, it didn't take
investigators long to Snd the speciSc relative.
Children who don't know their real father because of a random hookup back in the day may be able to Snd their father
with similar methods.
This could be true outside a DNA context. Suppose you don't use gmail or hotmail because you don't like how those
companies use your data. gmail or hotmail will still have access to the emails you sent to your friends and family who do
use gmail and hotmail.
Facial recognition will help accelerate this trend. Facebook will be able to learn about you, the Facebook-less user, via
pictures and descriptions your friends and family regularly post.
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! StarLawrence 1 year ago

OMG, I am not a bithead...There is no way I would spend what's left of my lifespan messing with this..Of course, they count on
that--but I don't care. I do sometimes try to get certain ads on the WashPost website og..
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! Chris Augustine 1 year ago

Thanks to JavaScript, there are hundreds of 3rd party data collectors that will allow a loophole for these larger companies. No
wonder some of them are bending over backward. They will still be able to get data.
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! Chris Augustine 1 year ago

Oh yeah, cookies don't mean much anymore. Lots of data is being stored on your hard drive today. They can identify
where you are from locational data from your cell or computer laptop, and they can uniquely id you through writing to your
screen (non-visable) and reading it back. Technically cookies are passe. If you've looked at the packets and the places
where data is coming and going you would be frightened. There are at least 25 to a hundred 3rd party people looking at
me all the time. It is why when you go into full privacy, everything breaks down. The companies often host the pictures
and objects and use that to force you into accepting them.
This law doesn't mean much to me. I'm a Network Engineer formally of Cisco Systems.
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! MzOregon 1 year ago

I use a VPN .... does this help keep my data away from these folks?
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! Chris Augustine 1 year ago

no, but to a degree yes
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! M Muskin 1 year ago

When I used to live in the Bay Area near The Valley I recall driving by Cisco's Menlo Park campus and wondering what
the $(*I% went on behind its "Abandon hope all ye who enter here" main entrance. Several of my neighbors then
worked at Cisco and none ever had anything good to say about the Srm.
"
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! We Hold These Truths 1 year ago

You gave your data to these companies. You agreed to their terms. Now you want to reneg on that agreement because "muh
privacy!" Too late. Even if they delete your data it has been shared with or sold to countless others.
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! UnarmedWitsCompetitor 1 year ago (Edited)

Not all websites arrangements have terms involved.
"
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! M Muskin 1 year ago (Edited)

"You gave..." It's not consensual when you're locked out of so much should you refuse. As corporate practices go, it's not
all that digerent from rape by management even though usually asexual.
Extortion by any other name, especially when disguised by legal boilerplate intended to give them legal cover to pimp our
data forever without our knowledge or prior consent. And their pretense of customer recourse is laughable.
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! Doctor X 1 year ago

I tried to get six companies to comply with all my rights under the law. They all made it so time consuming and laborious that
it would literally be a full time job. But I have a medical practice to run and am already strangled with data management
requirements. We need to go back to the original ballot initiative. This law was an end run around that initiative with the
legislature by the data industry. It’s a disgrace. How much did Big Data pay legislators to defang this law?
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! UnarmedWitsCompetitor 1 year ago

%

The only hope is that perhaps in the future a new business will start up that will oger a service to remove your data. For a
low low fee, they will do the consuming and laborious practice required to remove your name.
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! OCRamon 1 year ago

All of you who are not Californians can thank us by voting for people in your own state and for Congress who will give you
similar laws. Obviously, a Federal law would be best (if it's strong). But as with many other issues, California won't wait for
other jurisdictions.
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! UnarmedWitsCompetitor 1 year ago (Edited)

Waiting for the Feds to overrule the California laws under the guise of a uniform standard. The law will be deceptively
written so that it contains privacy regulations, but it will be ridden with so many loopholes as to be useless.
Thats how we roll in the US.
USA! USA! USA! USA!
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! BobSmith165 1 year ago

this law is toothless. on almost every site I went to your options were to download your data or delete your account completely.
There appeared to be no way on any of them to set your account to stop the company from selling whatever data it has
collected on you.....
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! Democritus Atomic Disco Ball 1 year ago (Edited)

We need more laws like this, and thank you so much for this article!
Great Stug!!!
People, if you still haven’t go watch the Great Hack. It shows what some people are doing with this data, and it’s nothing good.
I also like to direct people to this Reddit AMA with Wired EiC:
https://www.reddit.com/r/politics/comments/el154q/hi_reddit_im_wireds_editorinchief_nicholas/
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! Pac-NW 1 year ago

I'd rather see ads that are relevant to me than see ads that are irrelevant to me.
Plus, that isn't "selling data" in any way. If Google and Facebook see that I click on info about camping and then a campinggoods company pays them to show ads to their customers who seem interesting in camping, no data was sold or transferred
in any way to the camping-goods company.
If you watch football games on TV, you will see ads for beer and trucks. Same type of targeting. So what?
There is too much paranoia and hysteria out there.
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! -xazax- 1 year ago

Big Data loves you. You'll clearly buy anything. I bet if you saw some of the classiScations you've been pigeon-holed into,
you just might change your mind.
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! hahahareally 1 year ago

I'm ignoring or blocking all the ads anyway, so I'd prefer that tailoring ads and collecting/distributing data on me was "opt
in" rather than "(maybe) opt out."
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! UX_champion 1 year ago

The video is enormously entertaining. But about 20 seconds into it I had mentally tuned-out Geog Fowler and was focused
solely on the young woman (Natasha Kaluza, perhaps?) and her Hula Hoop skills. She's really quite good!
I did watch the video a second time to Snd out what, exactly, Geog was going on about. And the article does provide a wealth
of useful links and related information. So thank you for the extraordinary reporting egort. And please use the young woman
again in some future video.
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! Covfefe4ever 1 year ago (Edited)

The delusion most of us suger is that the degree of corporate surveillance of our lives is somehow limited to an innocuous
“cookie”. The ugly truth is that we are now the “product”...a reality where selling our personal information - in a level of detail
that would stun most people - is often more proStable than whatever other monetary transaction you may have on a website,
or with a service provider. One of the most egregious examples is your cable company’s “set top box”, a device you’re billed
for monthly, and must use in order to access the signal, whose sole actual purpose is reporting every detail of your viewing
back to the cable provider - so they can sell that information.
I’m not sure how and when we legally lost control over internet privacy, in a fashion totally digerent from any other form of
communication. Physical mail and telephone voice communication are strictly protected, but somehow anything that touches
an internet protocol is fair game for the intrusion of anyone who desires to know your every step. It’s become a disastrous
thing for our society; it seems as though anyone for whom the internet has existed since childhood has no sense or
expectation of personal privacy whatsoever. I’ve been told more than once that my refusal to participate in social media like
Facebook means I must have something to hide...that’s the level of insanity we’ve drifted to.
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